INTRODUCING CLOT:
Critical Labels On Time.
PROVIDING THE LABELS YOU NEED RIGHT AWAY

It’s often time-consuming and expensive to get a small
quantity of blood product labels. And with more than
6,000 ISBT 128 product codes in the ICCBBA database,
it’s hard to stock up on all of them. That’s why
Computype created CLOT: Critical Labels On Time.
Now you can get ISBT 128 blood product labels quickly, easily, and economically:

> Standard
label stock is 2” x 2” TS864 (gloss) or TS933 (matte)
> Normal turnaround time is 5 business days
> Only $16/roll of 250 labels
Just complete the Order Form online at: www.computype.com/CLOT128
to see instantly what the label will look like, then email it to
us and we’ll take care of the rest. You can expect:
> NO set-up charges
> NO print plate charges

> NO
large minimum orders
> NO wait for proofs
The standard fonts comply with the US Industry Consensus Standard for the
Uniform Labeling of Blood and Blood Components Using ISBT 128 (Version
2.0.0; November, 2005; the adhesive complies with US FDA 21 CFR 175.105.)

SAVE LIVES,
SAVE TIME, SAVE MONEY.

LOOK TO US FOR ALL YOUR
CRITICAL LABELING SOLUTIONS.

There’s a lot of pressure put on the labels you use.
If they don’t perform well when it comes to readability,
trackability and just hanging on, there’s more at
stake than just a missing label. With adhesives and
materials that can withstand harsh environments,
and barcode encodation that’s been checked and
double checked, Computype’s got you covered with
products that perform.

We work closely with you to provide the right
labels to meet all your requirements. And not
just the right labels, but everything for your
labeling needs. From labels to printers, and
scanners to label replication systems, Computype
offers this and everything in between.

You Can Count on It™

WE’D LOVE TO HEAR FROM YOU.

Please feel free to contact us directly, or your
Regional Sales Manager, if you have any questions
about any of our services or capabilities, or for
more details on our blank label stock program.

